Railing Accessories
Square post and caps

Optional post support kits and accessories

Vinyl blank posts available in
4"x4": 38", 44", 48", 51-1/2", 107"; 5"x5": 68", 107";
6"x6": 120"

Flat cap internal

Flat cap external

New England cap
Self leveling kit for
concrete post support
kits; ideal for ramps

Square
post

Gothic cap

Ball cap

post cap in amber

post cap in
satin copper

New England cap w/ deco finish*

EZ Set II kit provides easy
bracketed system installation
on concrete surfaces

Stainless steel hardware kit for the concrete post
support kit is also available to deliver improved
corrosion resistance. Ideal for coastal climates.

post cap in
satin nickel

Oxford

solar post cap
in white

solar wedge
in white

solar post cap
in black

solar wedge
in black

solar post cap
in copper

solar wedge
in copper

Decorative and solar caps fit both 4"x4" and 5"x5" posts with included adapter.

Newel post and caps
4"x 4" newel post and caps create a more traditional
look on your EverNew railing. Available for white 3'
styles only. Blank newel posts available in 38" and 44".

Newel
post

King cap

Queen cap

Post trim
Post trim can be used for finishing vinyl posts.
Available in White, Tan, Almond, Clay and Sierra Blend.
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with deco finish
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4-piece post trim
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1and 2 piece
post trim
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*Edgewood accessories feature Select Cedar or matte finishes.
4-piece post trims
Available in 4"x 4" and 5"x 5"
(matches porch post trims)

1-piece post trims
Available in 4"x 4"and 5"x 5"

2-piece post trims
Available in 4"x 4"and 5"x 5"
Also Available for 6"x 6"
Not all accessories available in all colors and textures. Refer to product catalog for colors and style availability.
*Aluminum cap with your choice of black or antique bronze finish. Available in 4"x 4" and 5"x 5" sizes
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Kingston

flat cap internal

solar post cap
in stainless

solar wedge
in stainless

Edgewood*
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